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This document contains conversion specifications for IEC documents in addition to those found 
in version 1.0 of the IEC/ISO Coding guidelines for NISO STS, or to provide a summary of 
specific tagging problems that are described in different places in the Coding guidelines. 

Updates to this document will be made whenever a new tagging rule is agreed on between IEC 
and our conversion provider. 
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1 <def-list> 

1.1 For keys to figures, equations, abbreviations 

Requested: 2020 

Valid as of: 2020 

Description:  

Keys to figures, equations and abbreviation lists are coded as <def -list> when they have 2 
columns. While sometimes in the past the caption of a <def-list> was erroneously coded as 
<def-head>, it needs to be tagged as <label>. 

Regular caption indicator words are “Key / Legend / where / Abbreviations”, depending on the 
element. 

There may be other, less predictable cases (e.g. “Components”). 

Please try to capture the caption correctly whenever possible (best-effort based) in case of 
variations. 

For example: Keys to Figures: 
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Is coded as: 

 

 

1.2 List of symbols to be coded in <def-list> 

Requested: 2021-01-26 

Valid as of: 2021-02-15 

Description: 

In analogy to other use cases for <def-list>, please code lists of symbols (mostly inside section 
3, terms & definitions) as <def-list> with @list-content="symbol", with “Symbols” or whatever 
caption the authors use as <label>. 

For example: 
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Is coded as: 

 

 

2 Using <table-wrap-foot> to contain all elements outside table body 

Requested: 2020 

Valid as of: 2020 

Description: 

Table footers, table notes, table footnotes, dimension statements are all tagged inside <table-
wrap-foot>, where necessary inside child elements are (e.g. <tfn> or <table-foot>). 
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For example: 

 

Is coded as: 
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For example: 

 

Is coded as: 

 

3 Regarding 5.6.2 in the Guidelines: notes with “warning” etc.  

Requested: 2021-01-26 

Valid as of: 2021-02-15 

Description: 

Please add the label “Attention” to this list.  

Only use @content-type=”warning”. 

Identify occurrences as follows: a single word “Warning / Important / Caution / Attention”, 
followed by another paragraph. 

 

4 Cross-references to abbreviations 

Requested: 2021-01-26 

Valid as of: 2021-02-15 

Description: 

When a list of abbreviations is provided (usually in the Terminology section), tag all  
appearances of the abbreviation in the document with a <xref> of type “other”. 

For example: 
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Is coded as: 

 

 

5 Landscape tables 

just to confirm: please continue doing what has always been done  

The instructions in B.3.1 of the guidelines say:  

Tables with landscape orientation are coded with @orientation="landscape” 

This rule needn’t be applied to IEC documents.  

 

6 Term type 

Just to confirm: please continue doing what has always been done  

For term types, only these values apply to IEC documents:  

a) abbreviation 

b) fullForm  

c) symbol 

 

7 Annexes 

7.1 The case mentioned in the guidelines under 4.4.2 b) shouldn’t occur in IEC – 
please don’t take it into account.  

 

7.2 <content-type=”undefined”> 

Requested: 2021-07 

Valid as of: 2021-08 

Description: 

When there is an Annex without “informative” or “normative”, but with either (xxx), or ‘Void’, or 
even both at the same time, or even with nothing at all, remove the ‘(xxx)’ from the xml and 
instead add <content-type=”‘undefined”>. 

 

For example: 
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Is coded as: 

Another example: 

 

Is coded as: 

 

 

7.3 Track changes for “(normative)” or “(informative)”  

Requested: March 2022 

Valid as of: April 2022 

Description: 

In <app id>, use <p> with <styled-content> under <label> when there are track changes in the 
property “(normative)” or “(informative)”.  

For example: 
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Is coded as: 

 

7.4 <content-type> in annexes 

Requested: February 2022 

Valid as of: April 2022 

Description: 

In <app id>, use <content-type=normative”> and <content-type=”informative”> instead of 
<content-type=”norm-annex”> and <content-type=”inform-annex”>. 

 

8 TBX 

8.1 Tbx elements 

Requested: 2021-01-26 

Valid as of: 2021-02-01 

Description: 

Ideally, we wouldn’t use elements from NISO STS inside tbx elements – trying to keep TBX free 
from non-tbx structures (to facilitate term exchange). On the other hand, lists and coding 
standards inside tbx:source will require the use of NISO STS elements. 

For now, we’ll continue to tag things inside TBX as it’s always been done, including N ISO STS 
elements. At a later point, this decision may be revised.  

 

8.2 <tbx:see> 

Requested:  2022-02 

Valid as of:  2022-02 

Description: 

In TBX, use <tbx:see> for references to other clauses, annexes, tables, figures etc. in the 
document.  

Always add <xref> inside <tbx:see>. 
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For example: 

 

Is coded as: 

 

Another example: 
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Is coded as: 

 

 

8.3 Id for <tbx:example> 

Requested: 2021-07 

Valid as of: 2021-07 

Description: 

Tbx:example shall have an ID in the same way as tbx:note.  

For example: 
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Is coded as: 

 

 

8.4 Notes about id for <tbx:note> and <non-normative-note> and about 
<tbx:example> and <non-normative-example> 

1) Id mark-up for <tbx:note> and <non-normative-note> are different: 

an id for <tbx-note> is tagged as “nte” and an id for <non -normative-note> is tagged as 
“not”. 

2) Id mark-up for <tbx:example> and <non-normative-example> are different:  

an id for <tbx-example> is tagged as “ete” and an id  for <non-normative-example> is 
tagged as “exa”. 

 

9 Boxed text 

Just to confirm: only make the change described in 5.6.2 in the Guidelines. Ignore the list of 
“ideal items to be used in block-text” (5.11). 

 

10 Tagging inside <sc> 

Requested: 2021-01-26 

Valid as of: 2021-02-01 

Description: 

In the Guidelines, we say that everything inside <sc> should be written in lowercase. This will 
be corrected in a future version of the guidelines. For the moment , please use the case which 
exists in the source.  

Correct: 

<sc>X-ray</sc> 

Incorrect: 

X-<sc>ray</sc> 
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11 MathML for more than one formula grouped together 

Requested: end 2020 

Valid as of: end 2020 

Description: 

In case we have multiple formulae grouped into one (under one label), please tag as one single 
math-ml with the different formulae separated by <line-break> or <mml:mtr> inside <disp-
formula> 

If there are units such as “...in dB” that apply to all the formulae , this is to be coded at the end 
of the last formula, right before </disp-formula>. 

For example: 

cispr16-1-6(ed1.0)en 

 

Is coded as: 

 

12 Software supplements 

Requested: end 2020 

Valid as of: end 2020 

Description: 

Some of our publications have supplementary files which are used provided by the users' 
convenience: The word is zipped together with the supplementary f ile. This file is to be placed 
in the assets folder and a x-link should be created to access them. 

Here is an example with fictitious numbers:  
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In the Foreword: 

 

In the xml: 

 

In the publication itself where the software supplement is placed, a xlink should also be created: 

 

In the XML: 
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In the Asset folder:

 

 

13 Editorial instructions 

Requested: 2021-05 

Valid as of: 2021-05 

Description: 

13.1 When there is an editorial instruction before a terminology entry, place it in 
<editing-instruction> at the beginning of <term-sec> .  

For example: 
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Is coded as: 

 

13.2  

a) When there is an editorial instruction inside a terminology entry, code it as <p> 
inside <term-display>: 

For example: 

 

Is coded as: 

 

 

 

b) When there is an editorial instruction inside a terminological entry with no <term>, 
code it as follows: 

For example: 
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Is coded as: 

 

 

13.3 When there is an editorial instruction placed inside a section, code it as <editing-
instruction> inside the relevant section. 

For example: 

 

Is coded as: 

 

 

 

13.4 When there is an editorial instruction placed anywhere in the text before a section, 
place it in a new section with no label and no title nesting the following relevant 
sections in it.  
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For example: 

 

Is coded as:  

 

 

13.5 Similarly, when there is an editorial instruction placed before a new terminology 
entry stating this new entry (or these multiple new entries) has to be added, place 
it in a new section then nest the relevant sections in it.  

For example: 
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Is coded as: 

 

 

13.6 When editorial instruction is placed beside the heading number, it should be kept 
in that particular section. 

For example: 

 

Is coded as: 
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Html preview: 

 

 

14 URN Model 

Requested: 2021-04 

Valid as of: 2021-04 

Description: 

14.1 URN using “x” (reference to an entire series)  

Whenever there is a urn with a reference to an entire series using “x” , tag as per text. The text 
in blue below transcribes the correct urn. 

  

  

 

14.2 Namespaces: do not convert to urns 

Requested: 2021-12 

Valid as of: 2021-12 

Description: 

TC 57 is using namespaces to track information. The publication number is often followed by a 
date and a capital letter such as A or B. (iec61850 series).  
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Such dates must not be interpreted as publication dates and should not be converted to urns.  

 

15 Commented Version (CMV) of the Official Standard 

15.1 Coding of CMVs 

Requested: 2021-05 

Valid as of: 2021-05 

Description: 

At the end of the document, a section should be created called: “List of comments”. 

This <sec> should be tagged as <sec-type=”comment”>. 

Each <list-item> should be given an id. 

For example: 

 

Is coded as: 
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Each <list-item> should be linked to the publication with a <x-ref>. 

Do not use “styled-content> for the numbering. 

For example: 

 

Is coded as: 

 

 

15.2 Comment in Publication Titles 

Requested: March 2022 

Valid as of: April 2022 

Description: 

In a CMV, when there is a comment number beside a publication title referring to the list of 
comments, the title should be placed in <p> right under <title>FOREWORD</title>. 

When there are track changes in the title, <styled-content> should be used (see item 24). 

For example: 

 

Is coded as: 
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16 Data sheets: 

Requested: 2021-04 

Valid as of: 2021-04 

Description: 

Data sheets should no longer be tagged as <graphic> followed by <long-desc>, instead they 
should be tagged as <array>. 

For example: 

 

is coded as: 
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In cases where there are footnotes in tables placed inside datasheets or any other elements 
which cannot be coded in a array, <table-wrap> is accepted. 

<table-wrap> will allow footnotes to be cross referenced to <table-wrap-foot>. 

 

 

17 COR Inc Files 

Requested: 2021-05 

Valid as of: 2021-05 

Description: 

When a corrigendum has to be included in our publications , the changes to apply in the xml are 
highlighted in yellow in the word document.  

For example, simple change: 
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Is coded as: 

 

When the changes are to be applied in RLVs, CSVs or Amendments, follow the same guideline: 
simply make the changes. 

If the highlighted changes appear within pre-existing track changes:  

Ensure that the changes remain within the pre-existing <styled-content>. Do not add a further 
level of track changes. 

For example: 

 

Is coded as: 

 

18 <code> Tagging 

Requested: 2021-08 

Valid as of: 2021-08 

Description: 

Technical content such as programming language code, pseudo-code, schemas and DTDs or 
markup fragments should be tagged as <code>. Whitespace will be preserved within <code>. 

There should be no <styled-content> in <code>. 
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For example: 

 

Is coded as: 

 

 

19 <ref-list> in Normative References 

Requested:  2021-09 

Valid as of:  2021-09 

Description: 

<ref-list> should be removed from the Normative References’ section when there are none.  

For example: 

 

Is coded as: 
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20 Colours in Tables 

Requested:  2021-09 

Valid as of: 2021-09 

As of September 2021, IEC Editors have been instructed to remove any non-significant colour 
from tables. As a consequence, any colour which remains in the tables of documents for 
conversion can be deemed significant and this needs to be reflected in the XML.  

For example, a table like this one needs to reflect the colours of the text and /or shading in the 
xml: 

 

 

21 Specifications of images in our Standards 

The IEC images resolution is produced at true 300 ppi from images extracted from pdf files. 

 

22 Use of <disp-formula> or <inline-formula>, symbols for variable quantities 

Requested: February 2022 

Valid as of: April 2022 

22.1 Case of a Single Symbol 

When there is a single symbol for a variable quantity in the text, it will be visible in the source 
as Times New Roman italics. It should not be placed in <disp-formula> or <inline-formula> but 
captured as displayed in the text in Times New Roman italics as specified in 7.1 of the Common 
Coding Guidelines. 

22.2 All other mathematical formulae 

Any other mathematical formulae, including mathematical operators expressing a relationship 
such as, for example: =, >, <, ≥, ≤,  should be coded as <disp-formula> or <inline-formula>. 

For example: 
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Is coded as: 

 

22.3 Exceptions 

Elements which can’t be captured using normal text can be captured as <disp-formula> or 
<inline-formula> as needed. 

For example: 

 

Is coded as: 

 

Please note, as an example, that a text such as this should not be coded as <disp-formula>.  

It should be coded as <p>. 
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23 Equations with footnotes 

Requested: March 2022 

Valid as of: April 2022 

When there is a mathematical equation with a footnote referenced in its middle, this should be 
considered as an editorial error, in this case, get back to us. 

For example in a table:

 

For example in the text: 
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24 Track Changes in Publication Titles 

Requested: March 2022 

Valid as of: April 2022 

When there are track changes in a publication title, <styled-content> should be used. The title 
should be placed in <p> right under <title>FOREWORD</title>.  

See also item 15.2. 

For example: 

 

Is coded as: 

 


